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_ Larson - Chapt. 5 & 6
Math 123 Exam 3 SHOW ALL WORK Name

1. Find each of the following probabilities. Illustrate each answer with a sketch.
a. P(-1.39 < Z < 0.34) b. P(Z< 2.04)to.550iJ [-ql-4~-1

2. Find the value Zo such that 25% of the area under the standard normal curve lies to the

right of ZooIlIu::.st;,.:..r=a'""'-"'::'::":':"''';: ,
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3. Suppose that the weights of trout in a stream are normally distributed with a population
mean of 12.2 ounces and a standard deviation of 1.4 ounces.

a. Make a sketch of this distribution. Be sure to label the horizontal axis clearly, including
tick marks for each standard deviation.

b. You catch a trout at random from this stream. What is the probability that the trout's
weight will exceed 11.3 ounces?
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4. Suppose that the weights of trout in a stream are normally distributed with a population
~ ~D mean of 12.2 ounces and a standard deviation of 1.4 ounces. You take a random sample'k .of 17 trout from this stream.

~J.f. What values would you predict for the ~ and standard deviation of the sampling

""""- distribution of the sample mean? ::1
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b. What is the probability that the mean weight from your sample is between 10.3 and

11.4 ounces? 'P (_J 0,"3 L_ X <- I L 4 )
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c. Could you answer part b if you did not know that trout weights were normally
distributed? Explain very clearly. /7 L 30
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5. In the stream described in problems 3 and 4, what weight would be the cutoff for the
lightest 9%of trout in the stream? Illustrate your answerwith a sketch.
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6. Suppose you take a random sample of n =l!! cats and find that the sample mean weight
is 10.3 pounds with a sample standard deviation of 1.5 pounds. Build a 95% confidence
interval for the population mean weight of cats.
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7. Suppose you take a random sample of n = 400 cats and find that 130 of the cats in the
sample are grey. Build a 90% confidence interval for the populatio~ proportion of grey
cats.p-;::.* p=~-:;:O.3~ t~().(P1S c_-;:::.O,qO :Cc..-==-lv(,YS
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8. If you wish to estimate the population mean weight of £>~.~to within 0.7 pounds with
_9~~onfi~:,~ce, what is the minimum sample size needed? From.Qrevious infg, you
know that the population standard deviation for cat weights is about 1.5 pounds.
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9. You wish to estimate the population proportion of cats that live in a house that also has
a dog to within a two pOint margin of error, with 92% confidence. What is the cat

sample size will you need? E:::: 0.0 d- p:::::- 0.5 t:::;::.. D,5
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10. You take a random sample of five chihuahuas, and find that their weights in pounds are

as follows: 5.3, 4.7, 7.2, 7.1, 7.4. Assuming that weights are normallv distributed, build a
90% confidence interval for the population mean chihuahua weight.
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11. Discuss how you would judge the validity of your answer to problem 10 if you did NOT
know that weights were normally distributed.
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